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Abstract: In this study, it is aimed to find out the importance of planned events and the other communication
tools based on cultural values, especially on the Turkish people in Amsterdam and in Istanbul. This study
presents the findings ofsurvey which has 200 participants and shows that people who live in their own
countries or not, are affected by the events that include their cultural qualities. Thus, they create a common
language with their cultural factors.Planned events are the most widely known effective element in
communication instruments to attract people’s preferences. These tools influence the people’s decisions with
their components which are constituted by cultural factors. These types of planned events play an important
role to make the people feel more closer to brands.Chi square analysis shows us the correlation between the
attendees who express that they feel close to the corporation which planned the event when they see their
cultural features on it with their occupations etc. 
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INTRODUCTION find a mean course with the host culture or the other

World keeps changing considering the direction of cultural environment and at the same time they belong to
globalization rules. Designing of the new world’s only one norm system. 
dynamics is related to the people’s communication skills The known cultural factors are: structure of family,
and ability. attitudes of the groups, holidays and celebrations, statue

In new global world, asindividuals, we meetaround or roles, sports, politic, nutrition, education systems,
the customs thatare under the culture’s hegemony.This humour, ethic, aesthetic etc [9]. At the same way this
hegemony influences us about our communication skills, cultural factors may influence the planned events which
life styles people live interacting with the other people etc. are produced for shaping target people’s behaviours.
That could be sometimes at a wedding ceremony, could Accordingly Getz [10], there are entirely six type of
be at a league play. These kind of events which we meet events:
our friends and relatives makes our lifes more social.
Planned events are the most widely known effective Cultural celebrations: Festivals, heritage,
element in communication instruments to attract people’s commemorations/Carnivals, mardi gras/Religious
preferences. These tools influence the people’s decisions rites/Pilgrimage/parades
with their components which are constituted by cultural Business and trade: Meetings, conventions/fairs,
factors. exhibitions/markets/corporate events/educational,

In this working I try to analyse effects of planned scientific congresses
event for Turkish people in Amsterdam and Turkish Arts and entertainment: Scheduled concerts, shows,
people in Istanbul from the viewpoint of a cultural theatre/art exhibits/installations and temporary
perspective. Turkish culture has its own strict rules that art/award ceremonies
sometimes can be unbreakable even in difficult situations. Sport and recreation: League play, one-off meets,
On the other hand, the Turkish people in Europe have to tours/fun events/sport festivals

immigrants in Amsterdam. Those cultures have their own
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Political and state: Summits/royal spectacles, vip the most important facts, whichmakethe attitudes valuable
visits/military (tatoos)/political congresses in societies. And the customs define the cultural
Private functions: Rites of passage/parties/reunions/ boundaries between the different populations.‘Customs
weddings. denote established patterns of behaviour and belief [4].

These kind of events are for people who come and thencitiesand the groupshave their own cultures.
together for their interests. Attending these events Correspondingly, religion plays an enormous role in many
provides them professionalism, spending quality time areas such an advertising of the world and it can influence
together, feeling a sense of belonging. In this connection, the people’s decision and life style. For instance, a
brands use some of the events such as concerts based on practicing Müslim who is your driver could disappear
the audience’s cultural features to influence the several times a day when they are called as prayer. Know
perceptions of target audiences. Because people feel more what to expect [5].Religious festivals such as Christmas,
comfortable to attend events which include their own Ramadan present many opportunities for event marketers.
cultural characteristics. Besides local holidays, marketers must be sensitive to

Turkish people in Amsterdam try to continue their ethnic and religious holidays and celebrations.Whenever
customs so they prefer to participate in the community marketing an event outside of your normal venue, contact
who have the same values. the convention bureau or chamber of commerce. For

Advertising is the predominant and traditional event determining local holidays or special events, such as
promotion techniques. Improvement in electronic and sporting events.You may find that the celebration can
broadcast technologies provide a place for advertising on become an unexpected asset for your event [6].
television, radio and internet [1]. Afterthe Advertisers are favoured in iconic and/or image
globalizationreality,this instrumenthas becomethe main advertisings thus it makes advertisings more effective and
transmitter of popular cultur [2]. People who live in their understandable. Also such advertisings are decoded as
own countries or not, create a common language with soon as they reach the audiences [7]. 
their cultural factors. Thus they have a feeling of For immigrant culture being a participant of the
belonging to a society and this sentiment also influence known society is the most to actualizethe subconscious
the communication tools. Because of this, for example, rules of actions. Also being an heir of ancestors’ customs
immigrants prefer living together with their beliefs, life lead to immigrant’sbehaviour. In their cultural
styles and languages. environment immigrant cultures have their own habits

Communication networks becomevery important such as buying, clothing, nutritional attitudeand
during the acceleration of the immigration movements and culturesacquire different characters between each other
appearance of the new opportunities.As a resultmany by means of those kinds of attitudes. But out of the
cultures could get a chance to live together in metropolis physical environment, they have to be under the same
that was transformed from the commonplaces.Global cities psychological and conservative environment. Global
‘a metropolis with its multicultural population is a dominant rules are almost the same all over the world. The
powerful laboratory’ [3]are also a great chance for the way of traveling, dining, buyingetcare all stereotyped and
global powers’ to experiment and impose on people. the aim is to be a participant of the common society. 

In metropolis,cultures try to protect their own This study found out that despite of the global
customs in their living environments they’ve createdby cultural construct, ethnic cultural environment is still
themselves while trying to be a part of the collective strong. However; powers of the global companies have
global culture and customs at the same time. still a strong effect on these cultural customs by using

Amsterdamand Istanbul have cosmopolite and communication’s powerful skills planned events like
postmodern structures therefore they host different advertisings. According to Manuel Castells, people may
cultures. Thus in this study I try to reveal the effects of not show the ability to form the societies and traditional
the cultures effects on advertising and special event social structures are going to be destroyed by the
samples which are intended for Turkish immigrants in globalisation fact [8]. In this way, we could express of
Amsterdamalso Turkish people in Istanbul. attending the cultural celebrations’ %41 in Amsterdam.

Effect of Globalization and Customs on Even though they are in a closed environment,
Communication and Communication Tools: Customs are globalization affects people's preferences.

First of all, countries have their own cultural differences
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Research: To study this subject, firstly I will try to find if In Amsterdam Turkish immigrants have their own
the cultural factors affect their communication and magazines and newspapers. If we look at the media we can
preferences or not. After having the results of survey, I see that a number of big newspapers are the same as in
try to explain if the social values are important for Turkish Turkey but on the other hand most of the advertisers are
who lives in Amsterdam and in Istanbul or not. especially European Turkish companies predominantly

This research’s first partbase on empirical research from Germany.In AmsterdamEkin, Kadin, Platform, Akit,
technique and at first after the samplingI tried to analyse Hurriyet, Milliyet, Zaman, Dogus, Haber are the most
cultural structure and the situation of the 100 attendees known Turkish newspapers and magazines. Advertisings
by questionnaire, which consists of 43 questions. And in these mediums mainly target the Turks.As in Marshall
the second partwhich was held in stanbul is based on McLuhan’s express “Instrument is the message
empirical research technique aswell. There are 100 itself”’newspapers being the instrument and the
attendees by questionnaire, which consist 10 questions. magazines are the transmitters of the messages to the
After that I collect the data analysed and reported by Turkish immigrants who live in Amsterdam. Just like the
SPSS. During the analysis I used frequency tables, x2 European Turkish Satellite channels have their own
correlation tables. targeted specific audiencesand it is certain that the

In this study I discuss the issue, if the cultural values message of the advertisings are decodedby them as Stuart
are effective for people’s life or preferencesof brand or Halls’ theory if there is a code than readers have an ability
not.I try to understand if the social values are important to decode the text by using their experiences and
for Turkish people who live in Amsterdam and in knowledge [11].
Istanbul.Turkish immigrants create their own cultural Images could be one of the known celebrity’s images,
areas physically where they live, shop, etc. almost in the life style images or exaggerated results of the used
same area and culturally they communicate and inform in products etc, all of the images help stimulate the desirable
their own language it means that they are surrounded by feelings of the human. Advertisers prefer to set brands
their own customs. They are affected by the global culture with suitable feelings thereby people don’t need to think
and their ethnic culture in the same time just because of hard on decoding because they’re already given the result
this they became a kind of hybrid culture. of the puzzle. If we look at the Turkish European

In this analysis, I examineTurkish people in companies we could see constructed advertisings that
Amsterdam cityand if we have a look at the Turkish already match the feelings of the targets. To be an
population in Amsterdam,I realize how they built their immigrant in Europe let thembecome more in contact to
cultural environment physically and I also examine each other. Also to be a part of the European markethelps
Turkish people in stanbul and see how they see the the European Turkish companies to be aware of the
cultural based events or/and in another country from target’s needs. For example most of the Turks are Muslim
Turkey. According to the survey, Turkish people in and religion give a strong cultural allocation. If I give an
Istanbul of 79% think that cultural FACTORS effects the example for it; Ozyufkaproducescereal called Helalinos is
way of the communication style and 79 percent of the the first known Halal cereal in Amsterdam. When I
attendees express that they feel close to the corporation examine theHelalinosadvertising on European Turkish
which planned the event after seeing their own cultural channels I realized that visual and linguistic emphasis in
features on it. this product’s message is beingHalal. Other example is

This study found out that despite of the global Omur Yogurt’s TV advertising as a brand Omur yogurt
cultural construct, ethnic cultural environment is still has a strong religious theme like Helalinos. At the end of
strong. However; powers of the global companies have the advertising you hearOmur’s jingle taste as Muslim
still a strong effect on these cultural customs by using religious chorale. These two advertisings give message
communication’s powerful skills planned events like directly and the targeted audience has already a
advertisings. According to Manuel Castells, people may knowledge and experience to decode it.Those kinds of
not show the ability to form the societies and traditional advertisings are generally have an ethnic taste.
social structures are going to be destroyed by the Thisresearch showed us that Turks are willing to be
globalisation fact [8]. In this way, we could express of a part of the Holland culture but at the same time they are
attending the cultural celebrations’ %41 in Amsterdam. far from acceptingnative’s culturetraditions, which
Even  though    they   are   in a     closed     environment, becomes obvious in their attendance to Dutch
globalization affects people's preferences. festivals.The only common share is social rules. 
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Fig. 1: Haber Journal January 2012 they belong to common society and are trying to do their

In figure1 advertising of the Goreme ayran and Turkish culture and the customs to other cultures. 
yogurt are traditional Turkish yoghurt and yoghurt drinks. Analysing the statistical data showed us 78 percent
Both of them have similar product packing and catchword, of the attendees in stanbul express that if they were in
which is Natural Taste. Being natural gives those another country they would feel close to the brand
products valuable differences than the others. because of the event which includes their language,

We realized that especially religious sanctions are the religion, or cultural values.
most distinctive attributes between the  cultures.  If  the Attending the cultural celebrations’ 41 percent in
main thing of being is to supply physical and sentimental Amsterdam, even though they are in a closed
wants or needs that includes religion, clothing, buying, environment, globalization affects people's preferences.
nutrition etc. [12] in Turkish culture’s religion play an
important role on their clothing, nutrition attitude. Halal REFERENCES
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After analysing of the data,the research showed us:
41% of the Turkish people in Amsterdam attend to events
such as meetings, celebrations which are related to their
culture. On the other hand; same people emphasized that
they don’t attend events in Holland’s special events with
the percentage of 65. 

Turkish people in Amsterdam are adhering to
common rules to be part of the common society but
mostly they don’t attend to Holland’s or the other
cultures’ traditional celebrations. On the other hand; their
attitudes and answers shows us that they believe that

best to be a participant also they are willing to explain
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